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In the Name of Allah, The Most Generous, The Most Merciful

Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Worlds, and prayers and peace be upon our prophet, his 
family and all of his companions. 

Under the auspice of His Excellency Sheikh Abdullah bin Nasser bin Khalifa Al Thani – the 
Prime Minister and Minister of Interior, and in association with “Qatar Financial Center” 
the strategic partner, fifth Doha Islamic Finance Conference, entitled “Islamic Finance & 
Digital World” was organized by Bait Al-Mashura Finance Consultations, on 19 March 
2019, at Sheraton Hotel, Doha. The event was sponsored by “Barwa Bank” and “Ministry 
of Endowments and Islamic Affairs” as Diamond sponsors, and “QAF Holding Groups” 
as the Platinum sponsor. “College of Business and Economics”, Qatar University and 
“College of Islamic Studies”, Hamad Bin Khalifa University; were the academic partners. 
The conference witnessed launch of Islamic Energy Bank by Qatar Financial Center as 
well as the launch of an e-token called “I-DINAR”.

During the sessions of the Conference, four main themes: “Central Banks’ Experience 
in the Context of Digital World”, “Digital Islamic Banks (A Purview)”, “Digital Economy 
and Sustainable Development”, and “Challenges Facing Electronic Systems of Islamic 
Banks in Digital World” were discussed through the working papers submitted by the 
scholars, academicians and  field experts participated in the conference. The working 
papers were counted as fourteen researches, apart from the discussions and interventions 
which added more value to the subjects explored. 

At the end of the conference, the participants extended their sincere thanks to the State of 
Qatar; its emir, government, and people for their generous hosting, and they also extended 
their sincere thanks to sponsors and organizers for their support and efforts in order to 
make the conference a success and to let it achieve its objectives.

البيان الختامي
لمؤتمر الدوحة الخامس للمال ا�سالمي
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The conference wrapped up with a set of conclusions and recommendations 
as follows:

1. Islamic legislation stands out for comprehensiveness, flexibility and practicality encompassing all 
the contemporary advancements through the ambit of Shari’ah injunctions or by jurisprudential 
analogy based on principles and holistic legal maxims of the Islamic law.

2. Although the published resolutions by Fiqh councils and Shair’ah standards didn’t address digital 
banks categorically, they covered most of the basic principles on which such banks can rely upon 
for executing the contracts and the implications there upon. Hence, they serve as the preceding 
base for them.

3. The enormous and swift development in the field of fintech is not well accompanied by updating 
the regulations and laws of Islamic finance, therefore it requires from the governments, central 
banks, Islamic finance institutions and Shari’ah boards to complete the framework of regulation 
and laws pertaining to digital Islamic finance.

4. The Islamic banks and financial institutions are encouraged to benefit from modern techniques for 
innovating the Islamic finance industry, as well as for transforming the capital markets and to reach 
out to the global markets.

5. It’s is essential that governments and institutions shall play their desired roles in protecting the 
individuals of society from the risks being posed by digital world associated to human development 
i.e., by devising the syllabus and specializations, by enhancing the capacities and skills, by 
directing them to benefit from the future opportunities in digital world and by evading the risks of 
digital joblessness and digital vacuum. 

6. Digital Islamic banks can be established, if the procedures and regulations are defined as per 
the rulings of Shari’ah, thereby they will realize the objectives of Islamic Shari’ah pertaining to 
the wealth, for many features of digital finance agree with Islamic economics goals, such as the 
principles of transparency, clarity, fair market competition while taking due care of mitigating all 
kinds of risks pertaining to such banks.

7. The researchers and experts are invited to carry out more researches and studies on digital Islamic 
economics, its institutions, its tools and its products. Similarly, to thrust their efforts in establishing 
a digital and knowledge-based platform pertaining to digital Islamic finance.

8. Relying upon the objective of wealth protection in Islamic legislation, the financial institutions are 
required to pay attention towards best practice in cybersecurity and to adopt proactive approach 
and all such means that assures the protection of electronic financial systems.

9. Digital technology contributes towards the attainment of economical goals of national vision 2030 
related to diversification and reliance on information, we commend the state of Qatar for their 
achievements in digital and financial technology as well as the initiatives of Qatar Financial Center 
in the domain of Islamic digital finance.

And our last prayer is that Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Worlds






